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Abstract. In this paper we study the bilinear complexity of multiplying two arbitrary elements 
from an nth degree extension (I, of a finite field .F, and the related problem of multiplying, over 
F, two polynomials of degree tl - 1 with indeterminate coefficients. We derive a new linear lower 
bound, and we describe an algorithm leading to a quasi-linear upper bound. 
1. Iutroduction 
Let F be a field and let @ be an extension of degree n of F. Given a basis 
J2 = (w,&Jz - . - o,,) of @, viewed as a vector space over F, every element cy E CD has 
a unique representation as a column vector cyfl = (CI laz . l l a,, )’ over F, i.e. cy = 6%~~~ = 
c :‘= 1aiwi (A’ denotes the transpose of A ). 
Let A4ijkr 1 s i, j, k s n be elements of F such that (o;o;)fi = (Mij~M~i~ l l * Mii,, )‘, 
and consider two arbitrary elements X, y E (D where xf2 = (x1x2 - - . A-,,)’ and yrr = 
(y1y2 ’ . . yJ. Then 
Hence, the coordinate values of (xy) R form a system of bilinear forms in 
-Vlr x2, . . , x,, and yl, y2, . . , I),:. 
This paper deals with the multiplicative complexity of this system of bilinear 
forms (and related ones) when F is a finite field. 
Let 9 be a vector of s bilinear forms over F in the indeterminates x 1, x2, . . . , x,~ 
and YI, ~2,. . . , y,,, anti let x and y denote the column vectors (x1x2 * 9 l x,,)’ pild 
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(y1y2 l l l y, )’ respectively. Then we can write q = Xy where X is an s x n matrix 
whose entries are F-linear forms in x1, x2, . . . , xn. 
A bilinear algorithm of length (complexity ) t for computing (9 over F takes the form 
where C is an s x t matrix with entries from F, and m (x, y ) is a column vector 
whcuse ntries (the mdtiplications of the algorithm) are of the form 
Here li (x) and ZT (y 1 are F-linear forms in x1, . . . , x,~ and yl, . . . , y,,, respectively. 
The bilinear complexity of q, denoted by &J), is the length of the shortest 
bilinear algorithm computing q. 
Let i? and ,t be bases of @ over F, and let V be the matrix over F such that 
A =nv. If 
(xy )rt = Cm ( xfl, yfj ) 
is a bilmear algorithm for computing (_~y)~j, the!] 
(xy 1.r = V ‘Cm ( Vx \, Vy.,) = C*m *(xl, y.,) 
is a bilinear algorithm of the same length for computing (xy ),+ Thus., the bilinear 
complexity of multiplication in @ is independent of the basis chosen. Zn particular, 
iff2=(lrua2...$ ’ ) where CY E @ is a root of a manic irreducible polynomial 
P(ri I of degree n over F, then the system of bilinear forms defined by (xy)n is the 
same as the system defined by the modular polynomial multiplication’ 
We shdll denote this system of bilinear forms by rp = X!ay, the underlying field F 
XX! the degree rz of the irreducible polynomial P(rt ) being understood from the 
corWxf. One way of computing rI., is by first computing the coefficients of the 
poly ~mial product r!rr ) = A- (14 ) - x (II ) and then reducing the result modulo P(lr ). 
Dc*n&q by r the vector formed by the coefficients of r(lf ), it is clear that the 
entries of rip ;u-t’ line;lr combinations (over F) of thl: entries of t arld, hence, 
@jJ’ Fuif). 
On the other hand, if &r ) is of degree 211 - 1. we have 
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The problem of computing r and rp has been extensively studied in the literature 
[I, 4, 6, 71, and rather strong results have been obtained for the case where F is 
‘large enough’. The main known facts can be summarized as follows: 
(i) ([l, 4,6]). Over any field F, &)~2n - 1 and p(rp) 22n - 1. If IFI 2 2n -2, 
these lower bounds are tight, i.e. p (r) = p (rp) -e 2n - 1. 
(ii) ([6]). In any bilinear algorithm of length 2n - 1 for computing r, either the 
2n - 1 multiplicatidns are of the form UT~(X, y ) = (bix(ai)) * (ciy (ai)) (,ai, bi, ci E F, 
&Ii # tlj for i #j, 1 S i, j S 2n - 1) or 2n - 2 multiplications are of this form and Ihe 
remaining multiplication is of the form (&-lx,) l (~?n-Iy,~). Hence, at least 2n - 2 
distinct elements from F (namely, the Czi) are needed to construct a bilinear algorithm 
of length 2n - 1 for computing r, and if IFI < 2n -2 then p(r) 2 2n. 
(iii) ([7]). Every bilinear algorithm of length 2n - 1 for computing rp is equivalent 
to one that first computes r and then reduces the result modulo P(u). It follows, 
as in (ii), that if IFI < 2n - 2 then I_C (rp) > 2n. 
In contrast to the above results, very little is known about the complexity of r 
or of rp when F is a finite field and n is arbitrarily large. In fact, it is even unknown 
whether C,C (rp) or ~.r, ( ) are bounded by c l n for some positive constant c independent 
of n (since p (rp) s p (r) s p (r,~) when deg P(U) = 2n - 1, a linear upper bound for 
one of the problems induces a linear upper bound for the other, and viceversa). 
For additional motivation, a positive answer to this question would lead to an 
important result in the area of error correcting codes. Assume (FI= 4. Lempel and 
Winograd have shown in [2] that a bilinear algorithm of length t(n) for r (or for 
rp) gives rise to a q-ary linear code C,, of length N = t(n), dimension k = n and 
minimum distance d 3 tz. If there exists an infinite sequence {n,}? I such that 
t(ni) s cnL for some constant c and for all i, then the inf%te sequence of codes 
(C,,,};“-l is a ‘good sequence’ [3, p. 2691 in the sense that boih d/N and k/N iire 
bounded away from zero as N tends to infinity. Known examples of such good 
sequences are rather scarce (see [3, p. 3061). 
2. Statement of main results 
In this paper, we derive new lower and upper boun.::i for the bilinear complexity 
of rp and of r over finite fields. 
In Section 3 we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. Oucr F = GF(q ), 
t-c VP) ++&) II - t [log, nn 1 + log, e), 
where n = q/((q - 1) log, e) and e = 2.71828 . . . is the natural logarithm base. 
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This lower bound improves the previously known lower bound of 2n and, as 
expected, it is asymptotically 2n +o(n) as q increases. When q = 2 (i.e. F is the 
binary field GF(2)), the !ower bound is maximal and it is asymptotically 3n +0(n). 
In Section 4 we describe the construction of a bilinear algorithm for r over GF(q) 
which, in a sense, is a generalization of the construction leading to minimal 
algorithms (of length 2n - 1) over infinite fields. The analysis of the complexity of 
this algorithm yields the following upper bound for p (r) (and, hence, also for p (rP)): 
Theorem 2. Qtier F = GF(q ), 
~(r)+..(n) l n, 
where fq (rl ) is CI oery slowly growing function defined mcursively by 
f,,(n)=2f,([Iog, 2(9-1)1x1)., n 24,qa2. 
For n <: 4, fq (n ) is defined us follows : 
i 
1, n =l,q22, 
3 
f&2) = :’ n =2,qz2, 
I 3, n =3,q 24, 
(2 , !l =3,2sq 53. 
Since [log, 2(9 - 1 )n 1 < n for q =+ 2 and n 2 4, f,(n) is well defined. Also, it can 
be readily shown that f,(n) is monotonically non-decreasing, and that fq in) is 
unbounded as n tends to infinity. However, the growth of fq(n) is extremely slow; 
for example, fi(n ) s 32 for rr 5 2*“, and f&z) s 20 for M s l02.6h* I*‘. In fact, the 
asymptotic behavior of f,(n) is similar to the behavior of the function 2”“*“, where 
log,n is the inverse of the fuirctiofl 
~~~ ) = 4~/ . .’ } height II. 
In particular, it can be shown that, asymptotically 
for any positive integer k. For these reasons, we call the results of Theorem 2 a 
‘quasi-linear’ upper bound. 
A result similar to Theorem 2 was previously obtained by Grigor’ev 181; our 
specific bound and proof differ from his. 
3. A lows hound 
The foklwing theorem from [S] will he used in the proof of Theorem 1: 
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Theorem 3, Let Q = Xy be a system of bilinear forms over F. If X has at least s 
columns which are linearly independent (over F) then or. (9) 2 s. 
For any vector u over F, we denote by wt(u) the number Df nonzero entries 
of u. 
Lemma 1. Let V be a k x r matrix over F = GF(q). Then 
1 wt(v’V&r(q - l)qk-‘, 
VEFk 
with equality holding iff V does not contain an all-zero column. 
Proof. Let r’ denote the number of non-zero columns of V, and let \‘i denote the 
ith column of V. If Vi f 0, the set (0 E Fk 1 u’Vi = 0) is a sub-space of dimension 
k - 1 of Fk and, hence, its cardinality is q k-*. If Vi = 0, the cardinality of the set 
is qk. Now, in the qk x r matrix formed by all the rows of the form v’ V, u E Fk, 
each column corresponding to a non-zero column of V has qk -qk-’ non-zero 
entries, and in the remaining columns all the entries are zero. Hence, 
1 L wt(o’V) = r’(q - l)qk-‘Sr(q - l)qk-‘, 
VEF 
with equality holding iff r = r’. U 
Lemma 2. Let rp = Xpy. Tllen for every vec”tot w E F” - (01, all the entries of )c”Xp 
crrt? linearly independent (as linear forms in _x 1, . . . , x,, ) over F. 
Proof. Assume, contrary to the claim, that for some v, w E F” - {0}, w’Xpv = 0. 
Viewing v as the vector representation of an element r E @, the vector Xpt 
represents the product .p: l o in (D. if x runs through all the elements of c;P then 
since u f 0, Xpu runs through all the vectors in F”. Hence, since W’XV = 0 for an:’ 
value of .I-~, . . . , x,,, we have W’S = 0 for all s E F” which implies HP = 0, a contra - 
diction. 0 
Notice that Lemma 2 implies, in particular, that the rews of Xp are linearl: 
independent. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let rlD = CFFZ (x, y) be a bilinear al;::jrithm of length I for 
computing rp -=. Yryv. Since the rows of Xp are linearly independent, so are the rows 
of C and, hence C has FZ linearly independent columns. We may assume without 
loss of generality that the first FI columns of C are linearly independent (otherwise 
we permute the columns of C and the entries of m (x, y) accordingly). Therefore, 
there exists a nonsingular matrix W over F such that WC = [I,& where I,, is the 
identity matrix of order II and A is an FZ x 0 - fz ) matrix over F. Let b? denote the 
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matrix consisting of the first k, 1 s k s n, rows of W. Then 
n-k 
where A denotes the first k rows of A. 
Let V = [&A] and let 6 (x, y ) be the vector obtained by deleting the entries 
flrk+l, mk+2,. . . , _rtn from m (x, y ). Then 
wxpy = Vtii(x, y). 
Clearly, the rows of I&’ are linearly independent 
vector o E F” -{O) we have v’I@ #O. By Lemma 
(entries) c-f u%!Xp are linearly independent 
ECU’ @XPy Iann. But 
uW.x~y = u’V&(x, y) 
and therefore, for every column 
2, it follows that the n columns 
over F and, by Theorem 3, 
is a bilinear algorithm for u’I6’Xpy and clearly, its length can be reduced to wt(o’V). 
Hence, we must have 
wt(u’v)~Cc(u’~x~y)~tz. u cFk -{O}. 
Summing over all vectors u in Fk we obtain 
x wt(u’V)2(qk - l)n 
I’. F’” 
(The contribution of the zero vector is zero.) On the other hand, observing that V 
has I - n -I- k columns and k rows, we have, by Lemma 1. 
5: wtfu’V)qt-/z tk)(q-l)q” I. 
D.-FL 
Combining the above two inequalities, we obtain 
Solving for t and rearranging terms, we have 
The right-hand side of this inequality is maximum when k = [log, mz 1, CI = 
q/t ~q - 1 I log, e); for this value of k, we obtain 
( 
1 { _ 2 t ---_.- 
q - 1 1 
II - ( nag,, (It2 1 + log,, e ). i7 
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4. A quasi-linear upper bound 
4.1. Application of the Chinese Remainder Theorem 
Let z (u) = Cy.i’ ZiU’ be a polynomial of degree m - 1 with indeterminate 
coefficients, and let t = (zO, z 1 9 l - z,&’ be the vector of coefficients of z(u). Let 
Qi(U), 1 s i s h, be constant polynomials with coefficients in F, such that 
gcd(Qi, Qj) = 1 for i ;t j, and deg(&, Qi(u)) 2 m, and let rci) be the (column) vector 
of coefficients of rli)(u) = z(u) mod Qi(U). The following is one version of the 
Chinese Remainder Theorem, the proof of which can be found elsewhere. 
Theorem 4. There e&&s a matrix T over F such that 
iZ=T 
The Chinese Remainder Theorem can be used to construct algorithms for r from 
algorithms for smaller problems as follows: Let 
r(~f)=r(zf)=x(u)y(u)= ( jl Xil4’ -‘)( jl yilfiei), 
and choose Q(u)=nf=, Q,(u) such that deg(Q(u))>2n - 1. If rti’= C%z”‘(x, v), 
=x(u) 9 y(u) mod Q,(U), then 
is a bilinear algorithm of length t = )$ I t, for r. 
When 117132~ -2, we can use one of the following constructions to obtain 
algorithms of length 2n - 1 for r’: 
(Al) Choose 2n - 1 distinct elements al, ~12,. . . , n2,1-- 1 of F, and let Q(u) = 
r-l 
?,I- 1 
i=l (u -ai). The computation of rti’(lf) = x((u) . y(u) mod@ --lzi) takes one multi- 
plication, namely x (ai) l y (ai). Hence, x (u 1 l y iu ) is computed using 2n - 1 multipli- 
cations. This is essentially the algorithm described in [4]. 
(A2) Choose 2n - 2 distinct elements n l, Q, . . . , nzn- 2 of F. The following iden- 
tity can be readily verified: 
??I- 2 2?1--1?. 
X(U) ’ 4’(u) =x(n) . y(u) mod fl (I: ffi)+X,,-*y,*--1 n (U -ai)* 
i-i 1 -= 1 
As in (Al), x(u ) - y(u) mod nf?-” (u --ai> is computed by the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem using 211 - 2 multiplications, and the (2~2 - 3 )st multiplication is x,, -. I y,* 1. 
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It was shawn in [3] that any algorithm of length 2n - 1 for computing r uses one 
of the above constructions. It is clear that none of them can be used if jFj < 2n - 2. 
We now desc+be a generalization of the construction (Al) that is valid in finite 
fields for any value of n. 
4.2. T/w a&orithnz 
For any positive integer k, let &(k) denote the number of manic irreducible 
polynomials of degree k over F =GF(q). Let s(n) be the least integer such that 
I;‘_“: kl,(k)a2n - 
and ~~,‘~~ 
1, and let &, 1 s k s s(n), be integers such that 0 s Rk s I,(k) 
k& = 2n - 1 (the existence of such integers follows from the definition 
of s(n ); see the Appendix). Let C&(U) denote the jth irreducible polynomial of 
degree k over F = GF(q) (according to some ordering), and let 
It is cfear fro,m the above definitions that deg(Q(u)) = 2n - 1 and that the 
polynomials Qk$d) are pairwise relatively prime. Hence, tht polynomial 
r(u)=xiu) ’ y(u) can be reconstructed from the residues ?% ) = 
x CO ) - y ( u ) mod ok, (U ), 1 f k c s (n ), 1 s j s &. The following recursive procedure 
uses this fact to construct a bilinear algorithm for r. We shall denote the length of 
this bilinear algorithm by r(rz 1. 
1. If 1 5 IZ r-l 3 use a;ly optimal algorithm for r. 
Else, do steps 2, 3, 4 for 1 5~ k s s 01 ), 1 5 j s Rkr and then do step S. 
2. Reduce X(U) and ylr4 1 module Q&d ). 
3. Compute (x(14 I mod Qk,(lf )) . @(II) mod C&(rr )) using (recursively!) the 
bilinear aigorithms of length t(k ) for multiplying polynomials of degree k - 1. 
(Clearly, we need s (12 ) -C r~ for H ~4. We shall prove this inequality in the 
sequel. i
4. Reduce the result of step 3 modulo Q&f ). 
Steps 2 and 4 do not require multiplications that are counted, and the net 
result of steps 2, 3, 3 is a bilinear algorithm 
of length rt k I for rik” (II I =.rh 1 - J-(U) mod Qki(rc ). 
5. Apply the Chinese Remainder Theorem to construct an algorithm for r from 
the algorithms for & ’ The length of this algorithm is 
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Lemma 3. qk-’ <kl,(k)~qk. 
Proof. These inequalities follow immediately from the formula [3, p. 1151 
1 
I,(k)=- 
k Sk 4k’dPw, 
where u(d) is the Mobius function, and d runs through all the divisors of k. El 
Lemma 4. s(n)< [log, 2(q--l)nl. 
Proof. Let s’(n ) = [log, 2(q - 1 )IZ 1. Then, using the left-hand inequality of Lemma 
3, we have 
k-l k-l 
or 
\‘Ol) \“I1 1 
z: kl,(k)2,1+ C y”-‘=’ 
\‘fr1 I -1 
k-l %=I q - 1 
3 - lb- 1 = 2,* 1 
. 
cl-1 
----22n - 1. 
q-1 
From the definition of s(n I, it follows that S(IZ )G ~‘(12 ). c! 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 4, is that for q 2 2, s (n ) < n when n 2 4. 
This condition is necessary to ensure the correctness of the recursive procedure. 
We are ready now to prove the upper bound on c.c (r) as claimed in Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Clearly, p(r) s t(rt ). We shall I:,- (lve that r(n) “f;# ) l 11, by 
inc!uction on il. For n = 1, 2, 3, f&z ) was defined so tr at fc (n ) * n is the qtiml 
value of p <r) in each case; hence t(rt ) ~f,(n ) l rt holds v i!.h equality for 1 c H 5: :. 
Assume now that II ~4 and that t(k)+&). k for 1 - h ‘ln. Recalling that for 
11 24, I(,*) =x;‘:‘, Rkt(k) and s(rt > < 12, WC have 
Since f,,(k ) is a non-decreasing function of k, and XL’“; k& = h - 1, using the 
result of Lemma 4, we obtain 
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It should be noted that for the sake of obtaining a closed formula for the upper 
bound on p(r), the bound on t(n) derived in the proof of Theorem 2 is not as tight 
as could have been obtained. In the Appendix we present a table of exact values 
of t(n) that *were obtained by direct computation of the recursive formula for t(n). 
These values are quite lower than the upper bound. However, the following theorem 
shows that the non-linearity of the upper bound is an intrinsic property of the 
algorithm rather than resulting from an inaccurate stimation. 
Theorem 5. For any positive constant c there exists an integer N such that t (n ) 3 cn 
for all n 2 N. 
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that c is an integer, and we prove the 
theorem by induction on c. For c = 1 and c = 2, if n Z= 1 + &q + l)] then 4 < 2n -2 
and, by the results of [3], we have t(n) 2 ,u(r) 2 2n. Assume now that c 2 2 and 
that the theorem holds for all c’, 1 d C’ s c. We shall prove it for c + 1. Let N be 
the least integer such that t (n ) 2 cn for all n 3 N, let S = N + 4, and let N be the 
integer satisfying 
We claim that /in ) ,>: (c + 1 )rz for all n 2 13. To prove this claim, consider an inkger 
II & We have 
Using the inductive hypothesis, and the definition of the &, we obtain 
SIfI I 5111 I N -1 
t(n)> C&kRI.=c c kRk- x 
k-f+’ k-l kc 1 
Since kRk 2- kI,, (k;z q k, we have 
N -I N -1 
z k&c c 
k- I ( : 1 
By the definition of The integer N, we have 
4, yields 
k& 
s(N) = S which, together with Lemma 
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Appendix. Tabte of exact values of t(n ) over F = W(2) 
We used the recursive formula t(n) =c”,‘zi R&k), where s(J~) = 
min{s I~~=, k&(k) 2 2n - l}, and the Rk, 1 s k s s(n), are defined as follows: 
I 
2n - 1 -c;!J;-l i&(i) 
s(n) 1 9 k =s(n), s(n)--1 
Rk = I2(k) - L k = C &(i)+s(n)R,(,,-(2~ - 1) 
i=l 
I (provided k #O), 
I Mk L otherwise. 
It can be readily verified that CL’:: kRk = 2n - 1. 
The initial values of r(n) are: t(1) = 1, t(2) = 3, t(3) = 6. We also list the values 
of s(n), ~(n)/rz and f2 fn ) (for a comparison with the upper bound t(n) sf(rz ) . n >, 
see Table Al. 
Table Al 
n t(n 1 s(n 1 f ln l/n fzin 1 
; 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
L 16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
50 
100 
500 
1 om 
5000 
10 DO0 
50 000 
100 000 
300 000 
500 000 
600 000 
1 000 000 
. 
3 
6 
11 
16 
22 
27 
33 
38 
44 
49 
55 
63 
66 
76 
81 
87 
95 
98 
108 
321 
706 
4053 
845 1 
45 381 
93 347 
494 139 
1004214 
3 Q96 262 
5 159417 
6 127 935 
10 547 935 
- 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
s 
5 
5 
5 
5 
s 
5 
5 
6 
7 
10 
11 
13 
14 
16 
17 
19 
1” 
20 
20 
1 .oo 
1 .m 
2.00 
2.75 
3.20 
3.67 
3.86 
4.13 
4.22 
4.40 
4.45 
4.58 
4.85 
4.71 
5.07 
5.06 
5.12 
5.28 
5.16 
5.40 
6.42 
7.06 
8.11 
8.45 
9.08 
9.33 
9.88 
IO.04 
10.32 
10.32 
10.38 
10.55 
1.5 
2 
4 
8 
8 
8 
8 
I6 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
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